HEADER & U-CHANNEL (OVERALL DIMENSIONS):
1. HEADER = UNIT WIDTH +/- WALL CONDITION
2. CURB L. U-CHANNEL = LEFT PANEL WIDTH
3. CURB R. U-CHANNEL = RIGHT PANEL WIDTH

UNIT HEIGHT = 74'
UNIT WIDTH = 38" min - 60" max
GLASS HEIGHT = 72"

UNIT:
PREH-925
PRECERIA DOOR STRAIGHT

GLASS:
1. PANEL GLASS = PANEL WIDTH - 5/16"

UNIT:
1926-74
UNIT HEIGHT: 74"
UNIT WIDTH: from 38" to 60"

DOOR GLASS SIZE:
72" x 28"

PANEL GLASS SIZE:
72" x 6" min
72" x 3" min

UNIT:
1926-74 DS
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